
OPEN THREAD: A
MOURNFUL VALENTINE
[UPDATE]
Since the mass shooting a year ago in Parkland,
Florida, 1,200 more children have died as a
result of gun violence. Thoughts and prayers are
worthless and cannot staunch the blood.

NATIONAL SCHOOL
WALKOUT AND LEO ON
ALERT: COINCIDENCE?
Memorial walkouts for Columbine mass shooting
victims will take place today, part of a
national school walkout. Is it coincidence LEO
were on alert this week about protests?

PARKLAND AND THE
TWITTERED REVOLT
Marvel at the teen survivors of the mass
shooting at Marjory Stoneham Douglas High School
in Parkland, Florida. They are leading a
revolution — but note the platform they’re using
to best effect.
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OPEN THREAD: GUNS,
GUNS, AND MORE
BLOODY GUNS
Bring your discussions about guns here. Keep
them out of other threads so that others can
have uninterrupted discussions on topic.

WEDNESDAY: HILLS
HAVE EYES

Hills have eyes, the hills have eyes
Who are you to judge, who are you to
judge?
Hide your lies, girl, hide your lies
Only you to trust, only you

— excerpt, The Hills by The Weeknd

That tune’s NSFW, by the way, as is much of The
Weeknd’s oeuvre.

Today’s theme is stuff to watch — things that
aren’t quite done, may have long-term impact, or
don’t make sense just yet.

U.S. Senate gun control filibuster
Right now I’m keeping an eye on the filibuster
under way, now 13-plus hours in progress on the
Senate floor, begun by Sen. Chris Murphy (D-CT)
to support legislation for universal background
checks and barring firearms sales to suspected
terrorists. As of 11:15 p.m. EDT, 40 Senators
had already spoken in participation; there were
only two Republicans (Pat Toomey of Pennsylvania
and Ben Sasse of Nebraska) and one Independent
(Angus King of Maine) who joined Democrats so
far. The Brady Campaign has been taking calls
from constituents in support of the filibuster
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at (855) 331-8593 and redirecting calls to
senators’ voicemail so that the Senate can hear
the public’s demand for gun control.

If you want to watch the filibuster, you can
catch it on cable at CSPAN-2 or this link.

I’m also keeping an eye on these issues:

Next on Net Neutrality
A rare bright spot over the last week is the
FCC’s win over ISPs in US Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit; you can bet
this fight isn’t over, though the court found
the FCC could regulate ISPs as it does common
carriers. Worth brushing up on net neutrality,
given Comcast’s support of candidate Trump by
way of NBC coverage both as candidate and
reality TV personality. Comcast could well
parlay its support into demands for an end to
net neutrality should Trump win the White House.

Brexit bonking bankers
Polling flipped over the last two weeks from
Remain to Leave. Bankers are beginning to worry
and are scheduling a very long night when polls
close next week.

Microsoft and LinkedIn merger
Technology folks can’t make any sense out of
this prospective marriage, which must yet be
approved by the feds. I can’t make any sense out
of it, either, given the losses several of
LinkedIn’s largest investors must eat — they’re
also Microsoft investors, which means the money
merely changes pockets without actually
increasing. The deal is massive in terms of
cost, dwarfing previous acquisitions by
Microsoft.

So why do this deal, apart from the obvious
access to technology decisionmakers with high
levels of discretionary income? Wouldn’t it
simply be cheaper to buy ad space on LinkedIn or
even invest a smaller amount rather than acquire
the entire business?

Or has Microsoft changed its overall business
model — does it intend to sell something other
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than software once it has closed the LinkedIn
deal?

All I know is that I’m leaving LinkedIn as soon
as the feds approve the deal. I don’t want
Microsoft to have any more of my time and money
than they have right now, and I’m sick of their
highly intrusive habits. Imagine the persistent
nagging of Microsoft combined with the icky
annoyance of LinkedIn reminders, like ones I
still get about long-deceased acquaintances.
Clippy the Undead, nagging me about software
updates…Gah.

Volatile Venezuela
Clearly candidate Trump is watching Venezuela
closely, though I wonder if he would have
noticed without being included in security
briefings. With the latest El Nino now ended,
the weather may change bringing relief from
drought if not from political insecurity and
volatility due to the collapse of oil prices
over the last several years. Interesting op-ed
on the violence in Venezuela suggests a new
perspective must be considered: the violence
suggests the end of the state apparatus.

Mongolia’s addresses
The country is migrating physical addresses to a
three-word phrase to accommodate a spread-
out nomadic population in country with few roads
and little infrastructure. In some ways, this
mirrors virtual addresses used in networked
environments. Is this a model for other
countries in the near future?

Zika virus and blood supply safety
Hadn’t even thought of this — if Zika can be
transmitted by sex, it’s certainly transmitted
by other bodily fluids like blood. We need to
think about blood supply safety, especially once
the virus is spread by domestic mosquitoes.
Pregnant women, and persons intending to become
parents within months of receiving a transfusion
should not receive Zika-contaminated blood.

What are you watching?
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TUESDAY: GOING ALONE
I’ve been so damned angry I’ve had difficulty
wrapping words around what I want to say. It’s
still Tuesday somewhere, so I’ll grit this out.

Assault weapons should be banned for sale to
civilians.

Spare me the crap about hunters and taking their
guns. My freezer contains 25 to 100 pounds of
venison at any time. This household lives off
the results of hunting and respects the power of
firearms. None of this meat required an assault
weapon.

If an assault weapon had been used, it would
have been a waste of a deer tag. There’d be no
meat left.

The embedded video above shows the damage
hunting ammo does at close range — approximately
15-20 feet — on meat. The next video shows the
damage #4 and #8 birdshot can do at short range,
even through multiple layers of denim and
drywall. Imagine what an assault weapon would do
to flesh at similar range.

Better yet, listen to what a combat vet says
about assault weapons.

There’s nothing in the Second Amendment to
suggest a prohibition on certain weapons is
wrong; if anything, the framing of a ‘well
regulated militia’ suggests limitations are in
order.

There’s also nothing in the Second Amendment to
suggest that gun manufacturers have an absolute
right to an unrestrained business model, or to
profits at the expense of the public’s general
welfare.

Nor does the Second Amendment say a damned thing
about catering to ‘gun enthusiasts’ who want
guns for ‘pleasure’. A ‘well regulated militia’
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doesn’t possess guns but as necessary for the
‘security of a free state’, not personal
enjoyment.

And both embedded videos embedded make a bloody
good case that arguments about assault weapons
being necessary to stop a home invasion are
trash. Birdshot at close range can do one hell
of a lot of damage, as do 00 buckshot and a 1-oz
slug.

Congress — more specifically, the GOP — needs to
strap on its spine and draw the line on assault
weapons. How many more dead Americans is it
going to take before Congress clues in the
terrorist threat is already here? It’s domestic,
and it’s better armed than the police because
GOP-led Congress is as weak as the GOP is
against Trump.

Spare the empty moments of silence and prayers
which might as well be to Moloch after another
human sacrifice. Such fail at protecting the
American public.

Speaking of which…

Information Security Fail

USAF  database  with  records
on  ~100,000  investigations
‘lost’ (Defense One) — This
is  such  bullshit,  I  can’t
even…why  is  a  CONTRACTOR,
which may be the subject of
any  one  of  the  100K
investigations,  hosting  and
managing  a  database  like
this?  What  a  massive
conflict  of  interest.  The
database  included
constituent  and
congressional  inquiries.
Don’t even get me started on
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the fact this system relied
on  Microsoft  Internet
Explorer. Where have we seen
this kind of massive loss of
data  including  failed
backups  before?  Hardly  a
surprise the data covers the
period including most of the
Iraq and Afghanistan wars as
well as the construction of
the  F-35.  Somebody  better
lose  their  job  for  this
crap, and there’d better be
a  respectable  investigation
instead  of  the  usual
fluffery hiding billions of
lost dollars.
DNC database infiltrated by
the  Russians  (WaPo)  —  DNC
Chair  Debbie  Wasserman-
Schultz needs to be walked
out  the  door  for  this
bullshit,  along  with
responsible  IT  management.
As if anyone able to sit up
and  take  nourishment
couldn’t  see  the  DNC
computer systems would be a
target  for  cybercrime  and
cyberwarfare. No excuses for
this during the run-up to a
general  election  season,
especially when her favorite
candidate  is  already
floundering  because  of
information  security
failures  during  her  tenure
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as Secretary of State. This
bit:

The depth of the penetration
reflects the skill and
determination of the United
States’ top cyber adversary as
Russia goes after strategic
targets, from the White House
and State Department to
political campaign
organizations.

Total blowjob for access. If the
hackers got in by spearphishing as
suggested in the article, there’s no
finesse required. Just poorly
trained/educated users and no firewall
between email and database. The only
thing that surprises me about this is
that ransomware wasn’t deployed.
Imagine it: a major U.S. political
party ground to a halt by spearphish-
delivered ransomware.

University  of  Calgary  paid
CDN$20K  after  ransomware
attack  (Calgary  Herald)  —
First  heard  about  this
attack the end of May. Looks
like  the  school  had  no
choice  but  to  offer  the
bitcoin  equivalent  of  $20K
to  release  their  systems,
which  says  a  lot  about
backup  systems  and  rebuild
cost. Considering the broad
range  of  users  at
universities  and  widely
different  levels  of
experience and training, I’m
surprised  we  haven’t  seen
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more  ransomware  attacks  on
schools.  Though  monetarily
they’re less appetizing than
other targets, and may have
more resources to deal with
the  threat  if  they  have  a
strong IS/IS program.
Chinese  IBM  employee
arrested  for  trade  secret
theft  (Reuters)  —  The
indictment  (pdf)  says  the
now-former  IBM  employee
stole  proprietary  software
related  to  hyperscale
storage  clusters,  or  what
most consumers would know as
‘cloud storage’. This is a
technology segment in which
the  U.S.  still  has
considerable clout in terms
of marketshare, and in terms
of  global  economic  impact
based on its use. Reporting
on this indictment has been
vague,  referring  to  the
technology at the heart of
this  case  as  ‘networking
software’. It’s more complex
than  that;  the  proprietary
software  underpins  storage
and retrieval of data across
networked  large  storage
devices.  (Hi  blueba.  Just
checking  to  see  if  you
missed  me.  Can’t  let  the
Russians have all the fun.)
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Basta. Enough. Let’s hope Wednesday is kinder
than the last handful of days have been.

LORETTA LYNCH’S HOT
AND COLD RUNNING
DATA-SHARING
[See update below: Lynch says she didn’t mean
how these statements came out.]

It’s bad enough that Attorney General Loretta
Lynch refuses to force police to keep records on
how many people they kill.

In a conversation with NBC journalist
Chuck Todd on a range of criminal
justice issues, Lynch said on Thursday
that she does not support a federal
mandate to report people killed by
police.

“One of the things we are focusing on at
the Department of Justice is not trying
to reach down from Washington and
dictate to every local department how
they should handle the minutia of record
keeping, but we are stressing to them
that these records must be kept,” she
said at the Washington Ideas Forum,
hosted by AtlanticLIVE and the Aspen
Institute.

It’s her reasoning I find really troubling.

Lynch said the Justice Department does
“encourage” local departments to
maintain records on police shootings but
that improving police-community
relations is more important. She noted
that the small size of the average
police department could make record-
keeping difficult.
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“The statistics are important, but the
real issues are: ‘what steps are we all
taking to connect communities … with
police and back with government?’” she
said.

It’s all well and good to say communities and
their cops just need to get along.

But cops are claiming a Ferguson Effect that
statistically doesn’t exist and the NYT is
reprinting the claim only because the cops say
so.

Here’s what the crime story said: “Among
some experts and rank-and-file officers,
the notion that less aggressive policing
has emboldened criminals — known as the
“Ferguson effect” in some circles — is a
popular theory for the uptick in
violence.” A paragraph later, the story
continues: “Others doubt the theory or
say data has not emerged to prove it.”
Two experts are quoted, and the story
moves on from there.

Bill Michtom of Portland, Ore., wrote to
me about it, calling it a “classic
example of false equivalence.” Ta-Nehisi
Coates called the suggestion of a
Ferguson effect “utterly baseless” in a
piece for The Atlantic, noting that one
of the experts quoted said that the rise
in violent crime in St. Louis had begun
before the large protests last year over
a white police officer’s fatal shooting
of an unarmed black teenager.

One of the story’s reporters, Monica
Davey, and the national editor, Alison
Mitchell, strongly disagree that this is
false equivalence or that it was
misleading to readers. In fact, they
told me, it would be wrong of The Times
not to report something that some police
officers are identifying as part of
their mind-set.
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Ms. Davey, who agrees that false balance
is infuriating and must be avoided, said
in an email that this example simply
doesn’t fit the description. For one
thing, she said, there is no established
truth here: “The question about the
validity of this theory simply has not
been definitively answered in the way
that the earth’s shape has.” And, she
said, “police officers must be given
some credence in assessing whether they
themselves feel that they are behaving
differently now — the essence of what
some of them have called the ‘Ferguson
effect.’ ”

Or, as Ms. Mitchell puts it: “We have
the police suggesting that police are
pulling back — should we not report
that?”

My view is that the introduction of this
explosive idea didn’t serve readers well
because, in this context, it was
mentioned briefly, sourced vaguely, and
then countered by disagreement. If
police officers are indeed pulling back
from their duties, and are willing to be
identified and quoted, and if there’s
evidence to back it up, that would be
worth a full exploration in a separate
article. But this glancing treatment
could easily have left readers baffled,
at the very least.

Things aren’t going to improve so long as cops
can just make shit up, in spite of data to the
contrary.

Just as importantly, since 9/11, the mandate
throughout the Federal government — and
especially for FBI — has been to share
information promiscuously, including down to
local police departments. Some of that
information includes untested leads; some of it
includes cyber and terrorist threat assessments.



If Lynch is telling us these local police
departments don’t have the ability to handle
reporting back and forth from the federal
government, than the rest of the info sharing
should stop too, because it could violate
Americans’ privacy and/or expose intelligence
streams.

But we all know that’s not going to happen.

Which means Lynch is supporting an asymmetrical
reporting system that can’t be used for
oversight of the larger system.

Update: Lynch says her statements last week
weren’t what she was trying to say.

The point I was trying to make at that
conference related to our overall view
of how we deal with police departments
as part of our practice of enforcing
consent decrees, or working with them
and I was trying to make the point that
we also have to focus on building
community trust which is a very
individual – very local – practice.
 Unfortunately, my comments gave the
misperception that we were changing our
view in some way about the importance of
this data – nothing could be further
from the truth.  This data is not only
vital – we are working closely with law
enforcement to develop national
consistent standards for collecting this
kind of information.

More from her statement:

“The department’s position and the
administration’s position has
consistently been that we need to have
national, consistent data,” said
Attorney General Lynch.  “This
information is useful because it helps
us see trends, it helps us promote
accountability and transparency,” said
Attorney General Lynch.  “We’re also
going further in developing standards
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for publishing information about deaths
in custody as well, because transparency
and accountability are helped by this
kind of national data.”

DID SHERIFF HANLIN
KNOW OF CHRISTOPHER
HARPER MERCER
BEFORE HIS MASSACRE?
I read this passage — from the Sheriff in charge
of the investigation into the mass killing by
Christopher Harper Mercer the other day —
several times.

Douglas County Sheriff John Hanlin told
reporters it wouldn’t be strange for
someone in the state to have so many
weapons.

“In Oregon, this is a hunting state and
firearms are possible in most
households,” he said.

Investigators said it was too soon to
identify a motive, although Hanlin
earlier told NBC’s TODAY he wasn’t aware
of any “specific red flags” for the
shooter.

“He is a local resident and I know
personally I haven’t heard of any
warning signs coming from this person,”
Hanlin said.

Because Hanlin said, “I personally,” I initially
believed he meant he personally knew of Harper
Mercer. But after re-reading it, I believe,
though am not certain, that Hanlin meant only
that in the time Harper Mercer has been living
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in town (about four years, according to reports)
he has never come up on the sheriff department’s
radar (or more specifically, Hanlin’s personal
radar). In a town of 20,000 people, there’d be
no reason for Hanlin to know everyone.

Still, I wonder, given Hanlin’s refusal to utter
Harper Mercer’s name. Given that both are big
gun enthusiasts (though as Hanlin noted,
that’s fairly common in the area), it’s possible
they’ve met. There’d be no fault in that, nor
would Hanlin be at fault for not noticing the
guy, because nothing we know of in his history
should have tipped anyone but the people who
were egging him on on 4Chan. But I bet a guy
like Hanlin has a certain idea of who engages in
senseless killing and it’s not a guy like Harper
Mercer, no matter how much of a loner.

In any case, this passage, from a local
editorial, got me wondering about that statement
from Hanlin again.

The investigation, led by Hanlin’s
office, has only just begun. In press
conferences, Hanlin has been urging
anyone who might have tips relating to
the shootings to call 1-800-CALL-FBI.
But as a practical matter, how are
people who may have valuable information
about Harper-Mercer supposed to call if
they never know that he was the shooter?

They’re right: Hanlin’s dictate no one should
name Harper Mercer makes it somewhat less likely
locals would call in tips of any warning signs.

Add in Hanlin’s fierce belief that guns are
under threat — extending even to Newtown
trutherism — and I wonder whether he wants to
suppress how much like Harper Mercer looks like
any other gun enthusiast.

In general, I’m sympathetic to the idea that we
ought to celebrate the guy who who tried to save
innocents — Chris Mintz — rather than focus on
the guy who did the massacre. I very much
believe the entire country needs to look at how
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much it obsesses on these massacres, which
encourages fly-by panic and may inspire copy-
cats, but which has never led to policy changes.

But I also believe that this country needs to
come to grips with the fact that a gun rampage
is as likely — statistically more likely — to be
committed by a guy like Harper Mercer or Dylann
Roof or James Holmes and, especially, Adam Lanza
as it is to be committed by a Muslim guy. Only
then will we understand the problem is not
terrorism, it’s that some young
men channel their resentment and loneliness into
guns in this country, regardless of what faith
or color they are. And coming to that
realization takes some details (details Hanlin
may find uncomfortable) and a name.

FROM GEORGE
ZIMMERMAN TO DYLANN
ROOF TO BRYCE
WILLIAMS
In a manifesto sent to ABC today, Bryce Williams
— who shot several people on camera this morning
before escaping then killing himself just before
he was apprehended — explained that the
Charleston Church shooting had been his last
straw.

In the 23-page document faxed to ABC
News, the writer says “MY NAME IS BRYCE
WILLIAMS” and his legal name is Vester
Lee Flanagan II.” He writes what
triggered today’s carnage was his
reaction to the racism of the Charleston
church shooting:

“Why did I do it? I put down a deposit
for a gun on 6/19/15. The Church
shooting in Charleston happened on
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6/17/15…”

“What sent me over the top was the
church shooting. And my hollow point
bullets have the victims’ initials on
them.”

It is unclear whose initials he is
referring to. He continues, “As for
Dylann Roof? You (deleted)! You want a
race war (deleted)? BRING IT THEN YOU
WHITE …(deleted)!!!” He said Jehovah
spoke to him, telling him to act.

In his own manifesto, Dylann Roof attributed his
own radicalization to white supremacists’
reframing of the Trayvon Martin killing.

The event that truly awakened me was the
Trayvon Martin case. I kept hearing and
seeing his name, and eventually I
decided to look him up. I read the
Wikipedia article and right away I was
unable to understand what the big deal
was. It was obvious that Zimmerman was
in the right. But more importantly this
prompted me to type in the words “black
on White crime” into Google, and I have
never been the same since that day. The
first website I came to was the Council
of Conservative Citizens. There were
pages upon pages of these brutal black
on White murders. I was in disbelief. At
this moment I realized that something
was very wrong. How could the news be
blowing up the Trayvon Martin case while
hundreds of these black on White murders
got ignored?

Meanwhile, George Zimmerman is selling
Confederate Flags to help protect what he sees
as the First and Second Amendment rights of a
gun shop owner who  has declared his shop
Muslim-free.

Update: And now Zimmerman has weighed in:
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ANGRY WHITE MALE
TERROR IN US MORE
DEADLY THAN JIHAD
SINCE 9/11
Remember back in 2009 when the Department of
Homeland Security warned (pdf) against the
growth of homegrown terror arising from right-
wing extremism? Remember how the howls of
protest from the same right-wing politicians who
dog-whistle the right-wing extremists into
action were so loud that DHS took the report off
its website and even disbanded the research unit
that produced the report? Here’s Daryl Johnson,
who headed the group at DHS that produced the
report, talking in 2011:

When the right-wing report was leaked
and people politicized it, my management
got scared and thought DHS would be
scaled back. It created an environment
where my analysts and I couldn’t get our
work done. DHS stopped all of our work
and instituted restrictive policies.
Eventually, they ended up gutting my
unit. All of this happened within six to
nine months after the furor over the
report. Analysts then began leaving DHS.
One analyst went to ICE [U.S.
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Immigration and Customs Enforcement],
another to the FBI, a third went to the
U.S. Marshals, and so on. There is just
one person there today who is still a
“domestic terrorism” analyst.

Since our report was leaked, DHS has not
released a single report of its own on
this topic. Not anything dealing with
non-Islamic domestic extremism—whether
it’s anti-abortion extremists, white
supremacists, “sovereign citizens,” eco-
terrorists, the whole gamut.

Finally, in February of this year, DHS finally
got around to mentioning the right-wing terror
threat again:

A new intelligence assessment,
circulated by the Department of Homeland
Security this month and reviewed by CNN,
focuses on the domestic terror threat
from right-wing sovereign citizen
extremists and comes as the Obama
administration holds a White House
conference to focus efforts to fight
violent extremism.

Some federal and local law enforcement
groups view the domestic terror threat
from sovereign citizen groups as equal
to — and in some cases greater than —
the threat from foreign Islamic terror
groups, such as ISIS, that garner more
public attention.

The Homeland Security report, produced
in coordination with the FBI, counts 24
violent sovereign citizen-related
attacks across the U.S. since 2010.

In a jaw-dropping revelation, the CNN article on
the report goes on to note that there may be as
many as 300,000 adherents to the sovereign
citizen extremist movement.

But it’s the white supremacists who now are in
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the spotlight thanks to the racist terrorism in
Charleston last week. And the New York Times is
driving that point home by citing a New America
analysis of terror attacks in the US since 9/11:

In the 14 years since Al Qaeda carried
out attacks on New York and the
Pentagon, extremists have regularly
executed smaller lethal assaults in the
United States, explaining their motives
in online manifestoes or social media
rants.

But the breakdown of extremist
ideologies behind those attacks may come
as a surprise. Since Sept. 11, 2001,
nearly twice as many people have been
killed by white supremacists,
antigovernment fanatics and other non-
Muslim extremists than by radical
Muslims: 48 have been killed by
extremists who are not Muslim, compared
with 26 by self-proclaimed jihadists,
according to a count by New America, a
Washington research center.

The slaying of nine African-Americans in
a Charleston, S.C., church last week,
with an avowed white supremacist charged
with their murders, was a particularly
savage case. But it is only the latest
in a string of lethal attacks by people
espousing racial hatred, hostility to
government and theories such as those of
the “sovereign citizen” movement, which
denies the legitimacy of most statutory
law. The assaults have taken the lives
of police officers, members of racial or
religious minorities and random
civilians.

When we go to the New America analysis, we see
that half of the deaths from attacks termed
jihadist came in a single attack, the one at
Fort Hood. There are only seven entries on the
list of jihadist attacks since 9/11. On the
other hand, there are 19 entries on the right-
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wing attack list (and the biggest of those, the
Oklahoma City bombing, was pre-9/11 and so is
excluded from the list).

Despite the trillions spent and lives lost in
fighting jihadists “over there” so that we won’t
have to fight them here, the homegrown threat
from angry white males is still stronger than
the threat from jihadists inside the country.
Just imagine the howls, though, should an extra
300,000 names of sovereign citizen adherents get
added to the the Terrorist Screening Database.
Meanwhile, panic buying of Confederate flags and
guns continues. Angry white males are getting
even angrier as they squirm under the spotlight.

https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2014/08/05/watch-commander/

